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Introduction
New systems are being launched into outer space applying technologies in
new ways to the world's ever-present and continually emerging problems.
Previous space activity has been carried out under internationally agreed-to
principles as codified in United Nations resolutions and treaties. Foremost
among these principles is the charge that activity in space be conducted for
peaceful purposes and for the benefit of all mankind. The conduct of the new
space systems is examined in light of these and other principles as background
for determining their potential at present and in the future. The basic premise
for researching the roles of outer space law and its technologies in the world is
the desirability of peace and the undesirability of war and all conditions and
developments that weaken peace and international cooperation.
The purpose of this article is to explore the possible combinations of space
technologies and the law of outer space to facilitate the peaceful settlement of
disputes; the assessment of monitoring worldwide environmental hazards and
resources management; the realization of durable deterrence and detente; and
the prevention of a general nuclear war.' The proposals made herein are aimed
at incremental reforms-small but positive, with a chance of implementation in
the immediate future-to halt man's path to self-destruction and make the
probable future resemble a preferred one. The ultimate goal is a truly
international effort directed straight to the problem of how to avoid wars and
preserve peace permanently.
* Edward R. Finch, Jr. is a partner, Finch & Schaefler, New York, N.Y., and is incoming
Chairman, Committee on Aerospace Law, Section of International Law, the American Bar
Association. He is a former U.S. Ambassador and former U.S. Delegate to Fourth U.N. Congress.
t Amanda Lee Moore, J.D. (1974), National Law Center, George Washington University, and
Ph.D. Candidate in International Law, Cambridge University, England.
* * This article is presented by the authors in their individual capacity, and not as representing
the U.S. Government or any official organization.
'These objectives are not the only ones deemed mandatory for keeping world peace and enabling
man to devote time and resources to his greater problems. Other ones include: (1) Bringing the
People's Republic of China further into the world community and into existing international
treaties; (2) Progress toward transformation of international society into a true community through
improved global communications; and (3) Capturing the technological revolution before it captures
the world. See the authors' Outer Space Can Help the Peace, 7 INT'L. LAW. 881 (1973).
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Outer Space Satellite Systems
1. In the Geostationary Orbit'
Global telecommunications services today give people front row seats to
richer lives by freer exposure to ideas and people, and a chance to manage their
environment. This revolution in communications is made possible by space
technology which has ringed this planet with satellite communications systems.
The past year has seen plans for and performance by satellite systems which
exceed the achievements of the past decade, yet will in turn be outstripped by
orders of magnitude in the next. This has not been the achievement of a single
country such as the United States or U.S.S.R., but rather of internationally
cooperating countries and international consortiums. Communications and
weather satellites are in their fourth and fifth generations, while the full
potential of remote sensing and broadcast satellites are just being realized.
a. WEATHER
The United States National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
in May 1974 launched a weather satellite into geostationary orbit for the first
time. The Synchronous3 Meteorological Satellite (SMS-1) not only will maintain
24-hour coverage of North America, but it will also serve as a clearing house for
data from balloons, ships and over 10,000 ground stations. Together with a twin
satellite to be launched in the fall to cover the eastern Pacific, SMS-1 will be a
prototype for a network of satellites called the Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite System. If properly functioning, SMS-1 will take part in
a vast international weather study of the contributions of the tropics to the
world's weather systems. 4
In late 1976 or early 1977, Japan will put a similar satellite over the western
Pacific, the European Space Research Organization (ESRO) will add another
over the eastern Atlantic, and the Soviet Union is expected to provide the fifth,
over the Indian Ocean, giving the world its first coordinated, full-time,
full-coverage World Weather Watch (WWW). The increasing prospects for
accurate short and long range weather forecasts made possible by satellite have
led the world meteorologists to plan a Global Atmospheric Research Program
'A satellite placed in orbit above the equator at an altitude of 22,300 miles (35,000 km) will orbit
the earth once every 24 hours. The orbit at 22,300 miles above the equator is known as "the.geosta-
tionary orbit." CHAYES, FAWCETT, ITO, and Kiss, SATELLITE BROADCASTING-(1973) [hereinafter
SATELLITE BROADCASTING].
3A satellite in a geostationary orbit since its speed is equal to that of the earth's rotation, will
appear to hang motionless over a single spot on the earth's surface. Such a satellite is called
"synchronous" and is continuously visible over about one-third of the earth. A system of three such
satellites (synchronous and in a geostationary orbit) can provide coverage of the entire surface of the
earth, except to arctic and antarctic regions. See SATELLITE BROADCASTING at n. 2.
'The study is called GATE-the GARP (Global Atmospheric Research Program) Atlantic
Tropical Experiment, A New Breed of Weather Satellite; The Fixed Stare, 105 SCIENCE NEWS 332
(1974) and And Into the Warming Sea Rode the 4.000, 105 SCIENCE NEWS 354 (1974).
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(GARP) for the mid-1970s. An objective is to obtain a comprehensive
understanding of the dynamics of the global atmosphere. This will permit
accurate long range weather forecasts that could save millions of dollars for
construction, shipping, and airlines; help prevent expensive damage to crops
and property; help industries like electric and gas utilities to anticipate load
requirements; and save lives by early warning of hurricanes and other
destructive storms. Both are coordinated through the U.N. Agency-the World
Meteorological Organization.'
b. COMMUNICATIONS
The geostationary orbit is recognized as a resource which with the radio
spectrum must be used in the interests of maintaining international peace and
security and promoting international cooperation and understanding.6 The
International Telecommunications Union (ITU), the U.N. Agency responsible
for regulation of international communication services and allocation of the
radio spectrum for specific purposes, has adopted new provisions that expand
the potential use of the radio frequencies by satellite systems.7
Mobile satellite systems-direct satellite relay to ships and aircraft operating
over the world's oceans-should be launched experimentally by NASA in the
next three years. This points toward the day when uninterrupted transocean
communications service can provide airliners with the best current route
information and help improve traffic conditions in our increasingly crowded
skies. The aeronautical satellite communication system (AEROSAT) for oceanic
air traffic control satellites will operate under a Memorandum of
Understanding among the United States, Canada, and ESRO as a joint venture.
The planned system includes two satellites to be placed over the Atlantic Ocean
beginning in 1977. Another set of NASA's Applications Technology Satellite
(ATS) experiments has shown similar possibilities with ships, providing greatly
improved communication and navigation services for commercial shipping.
United States communications entities are planning to establish the world's first
maritime satellite system (MARISAT) by early 1975 with one satellite over the
SNASA PAMPHLET, NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION at 6 (1973), and
Background Paper by the Secretary-General Assessing United Nations Documents and Other
Pertinent Data Related to the Subject of Remote Sensing of the Earth by Satellites U.N. Doc.
A/AC. 105/118 at 61-62 (1973) [hereinafter Background Paper].
'According to the conclusion of the studies by the International Radio Consultative Committee
(CCIR) of the ITU approved at the last Plenary Assembly (New Delhi, 1970) in order to avoid mutual
interference between the space service and terrestrial services and for various other technical
reasons, geostationary satellites, when using the same frequency bands, must be spaced at least 2'
apart. Therefore, on technical grounds, the absolute limit of the capacity of the geostationary orbit
would be 180 satellites. Id. at 56-58.
'At its 1971 World Administrative Radio Conference for Space Telecommunications
(WARC-ST), the ITU reserved several blocks of frequencies for space telecommunications services,
including direct broadcasting and remote sensing. See: LaVean and Martin, Communications
Satellites: The Second Decade, 12 ASTRONAUTICS AND AERONAUTICS 54, 55 (1974).
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Atlantic and one over the Pacific. ESRO has announced plans to launch an
experimental maritime satellite (MAROTS) by the late 1970s. In addition,
studies by the International Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO), a
specialized agency of the United Nations, aim at establishing a fully
internationalized maritime satellite system."
Satellite communications have also significantly reduced costs and improved
the quality of intercontinental communications, generating increased uses of
communication facilities. The International Telecommunications Satellite
Organization (INTELSAT) which operates a synchronous system providing
global coverage for member States, plans lower cost service and exploitation of
the new frequency bands opened up by the 1971 World Administrative Radio
Conference for Space Telecommunications (WARC-ST).9 The United States
continues its "open skies" policy by offering other nations access to its
launching facilities. In addition it is allowing competition in the offering of new
communication services in its domestic satellite area.10 With lower cost will be a
corresponding increase in the exchange of words, data and pictures. The
long-term effect can only be hypothesized, but it may knit the people of the
world into a global society.I
Concrete moves toward domestic satellite communications systems have been
taken in Canada, Algeria, Japan, Brazil, Russia and Europe, often bringing
remote regions reliable telephone and television services for the first time."
Algeria is now building a complex of earth terminals for its vast Sahara areas. In
Japan, an experimental domestic system to link Tokyo and other cities with
island outposts and mountainous regions is planned for launch by early 1977.
Brazil plans to tie the vast western Amazon region into the eastern coastal area
with a domestic satellite system and is in discussion with NASA over the
planned program. ESRO plans the launch at the end of 1976 of a test satellite to
provide regional television and audio broadcast relay capability as well as
intra-European telecommunication circuits. In addition, it is studying a report
on the feasibility of using a geostationary communications satellite system to
'Id. at 16-17.
'Id. at 13. INTELSAT is a partnership ot telecommunications organizations in 84 nations. Earth
stations are owned by the organizations where they are located. In the United States, this now
includes private industry. By 1974, more than 88 ground stations for satellites will have been
established in 53 of INTELSAT's member countries. For the changes made in the INTELSAT
system by the entry into force of the Permanent Arrangements, see: Doyle, Permanent Arrange-
ments for the Global Commercial Communications Satellite System of INTELSAT, 6 INT'L LAW.
258 (1972). The Permanent arrangements terms are at 23 U.S.T. 3813 (1973), T.I.A.S..No. 7532.
"
0 Five U.S. domestic satellite system operators have been authorized by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission to proceed with their initial plans: Comsat General and A.T. & T., Western
Union Telegraph Co., American Satellite Corp., G.T. & E., RCA Global Communications. Certain
limitations, designed to enhance the ability of the other domestic-system applications to compete,
were placed on Comsat, A.T. & T., and G.T. & E., LaVean and Martin, supra note 7 at 13-15.
""Satellites May Make Earth the Smallest of Worlds," The New York Times, June 9, 1974.
"
2LaVean and Martin, supra note 7 at 13.
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monitor and control offshore oil exploration and production in the North Sea. 3
The Soviet Union launched its first synchronous satellite on March 26, 1974.
This satellite is believed to be a prototype for the long-awaited Statsionary
communications satellite which the Soviets planned for improvement of
communications service with the southern parts of the Soviet Union and the
Warsaw Pact countries. The satellite is centered over the Equator and gives
coverage of Asia, Europe, Africa and Australia (i.e., the areas between Japan
and Great Britain).' 4 It is believed that the satellite can operate over frequencies
closely matching those used by the INTELSAT satellites countries, thus
providing at least the theoretical basis for a truly worldwide communications
system.
c. DIRECT BROADCASTING I'
The foregoing systems have been generally unopposed in their development
and utilization, beyond the old vestiges of cold war rhetoric. More controversial
has been the latest NASA Applications Technology Satellite-the ATS-F-a
broadcast satellite launched on May 30, 1974. Plans call for experiments with
the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare to distribute
educational and cultural material to parts of Alaska, the Rocky Mountain
region, and Appalachia. A cooperative project with India will explore the use of
satellites for national coverage in a community broadcasting experiment serving
the purposes of multilingual teaching of family planning, modern agricultural
methods, and medical hygiene. Having developed the group support for the
national coverage in terms of equipment, personnel and expertise, India hopes
to continue communication services to its villages with a domestic satellite of its
own. After its year of service to India, the ATS-F will be allowed to drift to a
stable orbit and position over the Western Hemisphere where hopefully it will
provide several more years of communications services. Brazil hopes to use the
ATS-F to improve the capability of the country's education system and
communication services. Feasibility studies are being conducted by UNESCO in
cooperation with ITU on a regional tele-education system for the
Spanish-speaking countries of the South American regions, and with the United
Nations Development Program (UNDP) on a common program for satellite
broadcast systems for purposes of education and social development for the
countries of Africa, the Arab region, Southeast Asia and Indonesia."
'
3ESRO Studies Oil Exploration Satellite, ASTRONAUTICS AND AERONAUTICS, January 7, 1974.
"The New York Times, March 27, 1974. The Soviet communications satellite system is known as
INTERSPUTNIK and it services Soviet "satellite" countries as INTELSAT does its member States,
Background Paper, supra note 5 at 63-64.
"A radiocommunication service in which signals transmitted or retransmitted by space stations
are intended for direct reception by the general public, BERRADA, FREQUENCIES FOR BROAD-
CASTING SATELLITES 11 (1972). The definition was adopted by the ITU at the WARC-ST in 1971.
"Report of the Working Group on Direct Broadcast Satellites on the Work of its Fifth Session,
U.N. Doc. A/AC. 105/127 at 6 (1974). [hereinafter DBS Report-Fifth Sess.]
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It is in the developing countries, without extensive television broadcast
systems already in place, that the revolutionary potential for direct broadcasting
most clearly appears. With direct broadcast satellite (DBS), a full-blown
national television capability can be established within the same amount of time
at relatively modest cost in comparison to conventional methods. The same
satellite may provide other telecommunications services such as links for
intercity point-to-point communications. Satellite broadcasting to schools
throughout the country holds large promise for offering training in the
important areas of literacy, basic agricultural and mechanical skills, population
control, and national unity. 7
2. In Near-Earth Orbit
a. APOLLO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT, SPACE SHUTTLES
AND SPACE STATIONS
The Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (ASTP), an outgrowth of the May 24, 1972
U.S.-U.S.S.R. agreement concerning Cooperation in the Exploration and Use of
Outer Space, is scheduled for July 15, 1975. The Soviet and American crews will
link-up and remain docked in about a 150-mile earth orbit for two days while
they exchange crew members and carry out experiments.' The principal
purpose of the effort is to demonstrate an international space-rescue capability.
In addition, moreover, it will promote continuing U.S.-U.S.S.R. space
cooperation.
The Soviet Union plans to develop a large space station as a stepping stone for
manned moon landings to coincide with the- development of the U.S. Space
Shuttle which could be used as a means of transportation to and from the
reusable Soviet space station.' 9 Presumptive at present, this situation would be
quite a logical step in future U.S.-U.S.S.R. technological cooperation. It is clear
that the U.S.S.R. is interested in making permanent arrangements about
cooperation with the United States in space and that the United States
reciprocates the interest.20 The Space Shuttle represents the logical means for
such extended collaboration, with the U.S.S.R. as well as other nations.
'Id. at 7. Point-to-point service relays broadcasting programs from a satellite to an earth station
for direct or indirect distribution to terrestrial broadcasting stations. This is the service offered by
INTELSAT and the other communication satellite entities as described supra note at 3-4. Compare
to the definition of direct broadcasting supra note 15.
"Lessons of 3 Skylab Missions-About Man, Space, the Earth," U.S. NEws & WORLD REPORT,
February 11, 1974.
"Interview with Dr. James C. Fletcher, AIR FORCE MAGAZINE, March 1974. The legal implica-
tions of space stations and the Space Shuttle are beyond the scope of this paper, but see MENTER,
JURISDICTION OVER MAN-MADE ORBITAL SATELLITES, and the October 1974 joint meeting of the
International Astronautical Federation and of the International Institute of Space Law, SPACE
STATIONS: PRESENT AND FUTURE.
'OId., AIR FORCE MAGAZINE. A list made in 1972 of tangible benefits from outer space activities
is found in REPORT OF THE HOUSE COMM. ON SCIENCE AND ASTRONAUTS, FOR THE BENEFIT OF
ALL MANKIND: THE PRACTICAL RETURNS FROM SPACE INVESTMENT, 92nd Cong., 2d Sess. (1972),
at 11-76.
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b. REMOTE SENSING
Before the launch of ERTS-A in July 1972, the phrase "for the benefit of all
mankind" expressed a hope for its space applications. Two years later, it is clear
that the words have great tangible meaning-benefits in hand and many more
pending around the globe. The Earth Resources Technology Satellites (ERTS)
program is a major milestone in the development of the practical uses of space.
The experiments with ERTS data represent the most massive effort yet to
explore experimentally the direct uses and benefits of space for all people on
earth. 2
The U.N. Working Group on Remote Sensing of the Earth by Satellite at its
latest meeting understated the point when it reported that remote sensing of the
Earth from space "has very great potential for meeting national, international,
regional and global requirements" for data relating to the earth's national
environment. 2 The Working Group, like scientists all over the world, could not
single out the most useful application of remote sensing data, but noted that
applications included, among others, the monitoring of the environment,
studies in agriculture and forestry, geography, geology and mineral resources,
hydrology and water resources, oceanography and marine resources,
atmosphere, meteorology and natural disasters.23 The last two applications
currently warrant specialized remote sensing satellites of their own-Seasat-A
and the SMS-1. 4
Man's influence on his environment is now creating severe pressures upon
himself and upon the ability of earth to sustain and support him. His supply of
land, air, fresh water, food and fuel is being drained by demands of his rapidly
increasing population and swiftly advancing technology. Earth survey satellites
may help discover fresh water under desert sands, measure the
magnitude of air and water pollution and the effectiveness of measures to
reduce it, alert man to other environmental dangers, and contribute
to the most efficient use of land.2" If man is to survive and to maintain and
"The full ERTS story may be found in ASTRONAUTICS AND AERONAUTICS, September 1973 and
May 1974, as well as the NASA PAMPHLET, supra note S. The legal history up to 1972 is presented in
Finch, The United Nations and Earth Resources Satellites, 7 INT'L. LAW. 158 (1973) as well as the
Reports of the U.N. Working Group on Remote Sensing of the Earth by Satellite, 1st, 2nd and 3rd
Sessions (hereinafter ERTS Report).
"IERTS Report-3rd Ses., A/AC. 105/125 (1974).
" Id.
4Supra at text accompanying note 2. Seasat-A is a satellite to be launched by NASA in 1978 for
government and private organizations concerned with the world's oceans, Aviation Week and Space
Technology, April 22, 1974.
'Proper land use is necessary most of all in the developed, industrialized naions. The need for
planning use of the public lands in the U.S. is argued by Breuer in Our Environment and the
Economics of the Forest, 33 ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION 126 (1974). In a recent legal-dispute,
the state of Vermont used images from ERTS-A to show that pollutants plume from a paper mill on
the New York-shore of Lake Champlain, while Florida through ERTS-A data was able to convince
land developers in central Florida to shape their development to the land, instead of shaping the
land to the development. See Boyle, Space Among Us: Some Effects of Space Research on Society,
NASA PAMPHLET at 61 (1973), and New York Times, Aug. 11, 1974, at 33.
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enhance the quality of his life, he must find ways to balance his requirements
against the earth's ability to meet them. Man needs a comprehensive global view
of earth to cope with the problems he faces today; for the problems of the
air-ocean-land system that supports life are global.
Outer space has created a new era in communications, weather watching and
earth surveying. For some, it is ending ages of relative isolation, ignorance, or
misuse of our planet's riches. For all, it is contributing to knowledge and
understanding, which, coupled with the exchange of ideas,. goods and people,
is the first stage towards realizing global peace.
The Laws of Outer Space
Not having been the scene of any of the previous conflicts in human relations,
outer space has been a good place in which to build new, fresh, and constructive
international institutions. 6
1. Treaties in Force
While there will always be questions for treaty considerations with the advent
of new space systems or new applications of technologies in space, much basic
international law is already present. In December 1961, the U.N. General
Assembly Resolution 1721 (XVI) "commended" to the member States the
following principles: (1) that international law, including the Charter of the
United Nations, applies in outer space; and (2) that outer space, including
celestial bodies, is free for exploration and use by all States in conformity with
international law and is not subject to national appropriation. Six years later,
these principles became the main pillars of the Treaty on the Principles
Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space
(hereinafter Outer Space Treaty).17 The fundamental principle of the freedom of
all States to use outer space is subject to certain conditions, spelled out in the
Outer Space Treaty. They include:
1. the requirement that the use of outer space be carried out on the basis of
equality for the benefit and in the interests of all countries;
2. the obligation to use outer space in the interest of maintaining
international peace and security and promoting international cooperation
and understanding;
3. the prohibition against placing in orbit and in outer space nuclear weapons
and other weapons of mass destruction;
4. the obligation to conduct activities with due regard for the "corresponding
interests" of all contracting States;
5. the avoidance of activities which could cause environmental damage in
outer space and on the earth;
"Hosenball and Hartman, Dilemmas of Outer Space Law, 60 A.B.A.J. 298 (1974).
2718 U.S.T. 2410 (1967), T.I.A.S. No. 6347.
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6. refraining from uses which might result in harmful interferences 8 with
activities of other States in the peaceful uses of outer space; and
7. a duty to inform the U.N. Secretary-General and the public, to the greatest
extent feasible and practicable, of the nature, conduct, locations and
results of national space activities.
These treaty provisions, besides being the "principles" by which all outer space
activity is to be governed, have developed into norms of international law with
independent value as methods of conducting global activities
In 1968, the Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of
Astronauts, and the Return of Objects Launched into Outer Space was signed,
elaborating and implementing the Outer Space Treaty provision of
unconditional obligation to help and to return astronauts promptly and safely if
they land elsewhere than where planned.2 9 The Treaty condition that a
launching State is internationally liable for damages caused by its space vehicles
carried forward into the 1972 Convention on International Liability for Damage
Caused by Space Objects which assures recovery to a national of a State for
injury to his person or damage to his property from another adherent State's
space activities.3 0
2. Draft Treaties
Two draft treaties currently before the U.N. Committee on the Peaceful Uses
of Outer Space (hereinafter Outer Space Committee) deal with the moon and
the development of its resources and a mandatory scheme for marking space
objects with a registry indicator to help implement the liability convention. It is
hoped that the latter draft treaty will be put before the General Assembly for
approval with the Outer Space Committee's endorsement and recommendation
that it be opened for signatures in the fall of 1974.31
The draft treaty on the moon, however, is not at a similar stage as several
issues remain unresolved. The paramount issue is that of the exploitation of
lunar resources. Some countries, especially the U.S.S.R., argue for a
moratorium in regard to any development of resources on the moon until an
international arrangement can be made under which all countries will directly
participate or benefit. Others reply that such a moratorium would discourage
any country from carrying on any program designed to investigate even the
possibility of commercial use of lunar resources, nor would there be an incentive
for the development on the necessary scale of the technology required for such
"'The "harmful interferences" used in the Outer Space Treaty is not the same as that appearing
in the Radio Regulations of the ITU, Spa 2-3. There it is used in regard to satellite signal cap-
abilities, while here it is used in a more general sense.
2919 U.S.T. 7570 (1968), T.I.A.S. No. 5699.
31T.I.A.S. No. 7762 (entered into force for the United States, October 9, 1973).
"Report of the Legal Subcommittee of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, U.N.
Doc. A/AC. 105/133 (1974).
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uses. The practical effect would not be to encourage the next logical stage in
lunar exploration or, if the scope of the treaty is broadened, in the exploration of
other celestial bodies."
3. Principles for Direct Broadcast and
Remote Sensing Satellites
The Outer Space Committee utilizes the principle of consensus in all the
decisions and recommendations it makes to the General Assembly, i.e., they
must be unanimous. The products of consensus have proven to be the best basis
upon which to achieve lasting international agreement, as the aforementioned
treaties will attest. Although in some cases it represents the lowest common
denominator of agreement, the protracted process through which consensus is
achieved ensures a full exchange of opinion and views, hopefully increasing the
possibilities of mutual understanding and workable, effective solutions. The
process at its limits is illustrated by the rounds of debates on Direct Broadcast
and Earth Survey Satellites. Working groups were set up for each system
respectively within the Outer Space Committee,33 and as such the principle of
consensus governs. The most recent meetings of these working groups reveal the
full extent to which the differing views have been aired, the only consensus being
that practically everyone disagrees and will continue to do so. 4
The Legal Subcommittee of the Outer Space Committee has numerous draft
principles for both Remote Sensing and Direct Broadcast Satellites which were
formed by the Working Groups.3 Having done so, the Working Group on
Remote Sensing of the Earth by Satellite considers that it has fulfilled its
mandate as best it could considering the dynamic technology. It awaits the
Scientific and Technical Subcommittee decisions on the possibility of
reconvening the Working Group. If reconvened, new specifications will have to
be made as to what aspects of remote sensing the Working Group would look at
(i.e., all aspects or just the non-legal ones). In addition, the Legal Subcommittee
has discussed five draft paragraphs of general principles to govern DBS activity
with expectations of reaching agreement on (1) applicability of international
law; (2) rights and benefits of States; (3) international cooperation; (4) State
responsibility; and (5) peaceful settlement of disputes.3 6 No attempt was made to
"Speech by S. Neil Hosenball, Deputy General Counsel, National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration, August 1973. Agreement on a definition of "outer space" has been sought but was not
discussed by the Legal Subcommittee at its most recent meeting, May 1974, and, therefore, will
probably not be discussed before the Outer Space Committee, luly 1974.
"The U.N. Working Group on Remote Sensing of the Earth by Satellites, convened under G.A.
Res. 2778, and the U.N. Working Group on Direct Broadcast Satellites, convened by G.A. Res.
2453 B (XXIII).
3 DBS Report-Fifth Sess., supra note 16, and ERTS Report Third Sess., supra note 22.
"IDBS Report-Fifth Sess., supra note 16, Annexes I-VI and ERTS Report-Third Sess., supra
note 21, Annexes l-Ill.3 The number of bracketed phrases in the draft paragraphs signalling differing views does not
portend early agreement on the principles by consensus.
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reach the more controversial areas of prior consent and program content
control. From the recommendations of the Legal Subcommittee and Scientific
and Technical Subcommittee, the Outer Space Committee will prepare, for
endorsement by the U.N. General Assembly, resolutions on the activities of
these groups and the Working Groups.37
Two recognized concepts of international law are common to the disputes
over both satellite systems: the rights of sovereign States and consent.3" With
Remote Sensing systems, some countries fear the specter of economic
imperialism by the industrialized, technologically developed countries,
particularly with regard to exploitation of ERTS-discovered but hitherto hidden
resources, the existence of which might be unknown to them. For other nations,
satellite broadcasting directly to home receivers presents the dangers of
communications or cultural imperialism.3 9 A nation could be inundated with
programs foreign to the indigenous culture or propagandistic in their content. A
majority of States consider it "essential" to elaborate principles to control these
activities, the principles in turn dictating the organizational arrangements
formed to utilize the systems. '0 Basic to such principles would be the primacy of
State sovereignty and the requirement of consent-consent to be surveyed by a
satellite or have information so derived given to a third party; consent to have a
signal broadcast into one's country. The advent of restrictions on the developing
systems, argue the United States and others, will thwart their full benefits for
the world. The sovereignty of States is not paramount to other rights under
international law, including the right of scientific research, the free flow of
information, and the use of outer space for peaceful purposes.'
In the U.N. arena, the distinction between experimental (or developmental)
systems and operational ones is not as clear as it once had been. The feeling has
been expressed that both stages must be equally limited by international
principles or guidelines. 2 In addition, ERTS and DBS are not systems
pertaining solely to outer space, or even to outer space and airspace. Their
applications are essentially performed on the earth while the activity itself is in
3
"The content of these resolutions beyond that already mentioned is too speculative to draw con-
clusions from here.I 3 'Other agreements include the "wheat deal," Apollo-Soyuz Test Project, various joint scientific
research programs and trade and cultural exchanges. A number of cooperative accords were
announced during President Nixon's 1974 trip to the U.S.S.R. in the fields of economics, scientific
exchange and other matters of mutual concern.
"Gotlieb, Dalfen, and Katz, supra note 38 at 255-256.
'"Views and Comments of Member States on Remote Sensing of the Earth by Satellites, U.N.
Doc. 105/C. 1/WG. 4/L. 11, February 21, 1974 (hereinafter Views and Comments).
'tDBS Report-Fifth Sess., supra note 16 at 9-20.
"The arguments by the United States against drafting principles at this early date have been
premised on the fact that both earth survey and direct broadcast satellites systems are only experi-
mental. In addition, no country has yet expressed plans to launch an operational system beyond
domestic scope. Background Paper, supra note 5.
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outer space."3 Principles guiding the technologies may have to come from areas
other than outer space law." Any possible guidelines or principles, however,
should be addressed primarily to facilitating the maximum international
availability and effective utilization of the systems.
4. Recommendation
The trend in the development of international outer space law has been
toward drafting implementing agreements which articulate in finer detail the
principles of the Outer Space Treaty as a technology or system's state of the art
developed and utilization became more practical. More recently, however,
nations are requesting new treaties binding on the global community at the
advent of each new technology and its potential application. The development of
communications satellites have continued relatively calmly and successfully
under the INTELSAT arrangements and under the more technical ITU
Convention and Radio Regulations. Even when dealing with the allocation of
frequencies for satellite broadcasting, the ITU kept the general approach of the
Outer Space Treaty in its provisions for continuous information and
coordination between all the States concerned in the utilization of a satellite
broadcast system, especially where harmful interference or spillover might
occur." Neither have any strenuous objections been voiced to the World
Weather Watch and the development of mobile satellite systems for air and sea.
These activities have developed under only enthusiastic international support
and cooperation.
It should be the same way with Remote Sensing and Direct Broadcasting
Systems. If the full powers of consent were to be allowed to a State being sensed
or receiving signals, that State might, in effect, be exercising the power to
prevent the system from coming into effect at all. For example, the whole
concept of earth surveying depends upon the system gathering the widest
amount of information if the technology is to realize its full potential. New
international principles, agreements or treaties which limit a technology are
"Other authors find four types of international law concerning outer space: (1) Law which applies
solely to outer space; (2) Law which applies to the earth, air space and outer space as an environ-
ment; (3) Law which applies to functions performed in outer space and occasionally including air
space; (4) Law which applies essentially to activities performed on the earth as a consequence of the
exploration and particularly the uses of outer space. These authors would apply the law from the
fourth types to ERTS and DBS systems. See: E.Galloway, "Should the U.N. Draft a Treaty on Earth
Resources Satellites?"-a paper presented at the Regional Conference on Earth Resources Survey
Satellites and International Law, April 1972, at 14. The writers, however, feel that more accurately
there should only be the three categories.
"For example, the rules and regulations of the ITU, the Charter and resolutions of the United
Nations and customary international law are applicable to these space activities, see Background
Paper, supra note 5 at 51-60. As to direct broadcast satellites, the applicability of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights has been
recognized, see: Ruddy, American Constitutional Law and Restrictions on the Content of Private
International Broadcasting, 5 INT'L LAw. 102 (1971).
'See supra note 28.
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inappropriate at the experimental stage before the scope of its application is
known, its benefits realized or its physical equipment even tested. In the case of
broadcast satellites the continuing development of the technology will
increasingly allow for more precise refinement of the directional powers of the
beam. This will curtail spillover. All signals emanating from a DBS to a
particular country then would be intentional and if they violated the
international principles against statements tending to incite war or racial and
religious hatred, 6 sanctions could be brought. Joint systems, cooperatively
established and operated, would tend to alleviate fears about cultural
imperialism and exploitation, as it would for Remote Sensing systems.
Each new space application generally starts a national enterprise, but soon
develops with international participation and cooperation. Bilateral
arrangements adequately govern the initial stage as all the space powers are
signatories of the Outer Space Treaty and therefore adhere to its principles. The
bilateral scientific and technical, as well as legal, agreements between the
United States and India, Canada, and Brazil specifically state responsibilities
for coordination of radio frequencies and the content of television programming
in the utilization of the ATS-F. Similarly, there is a bilateral scientific and
technical agreement in the framework of the agreement on Cooperation in the
Exploration of Outer Space between the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R.
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration of the United States of
America in January 1971. The agreement envisages the conduct of experiments
on the study of the natural environment over selected areas of the world ocean,
as well as the territories of both countries with the help of space techniques.
Other bilaterals exist between the United States and Brazil, Canada, and
Mexico as regards data from ERTS-A and the criteria for experiments on the
satellite. 7 NASA issued guidelines for determining participation in the remote
sensing programs and regulations on the distribution of the date obtained.
Equal access was granted and the experimenters were selected on a scientific
validity basis both for domestic and foreign users. The date was made generally
available to interested parties at an equitable and non-discriminatory cost after
going to the experimenter first. These rules follow implicitly the principles and
traditions set out by outer-space law.
As the technologies advance and the bilateral arrangements prove too
constraining, international treaties may become appropriate. The United
Nations has more than adequate facilities within which agreements may be
"Art.-20, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and U.N. G. A. Res. 110a) (1947)
which was incorporated into the Outer Space Treaty, thereby setting at least an outside limit on the
scope of satellite broadcasting material.
4 Backgound Paper, supra note 5 at 59060. A full discussion of the role of regional arrangements
in the maintenance of world order is in J. Moore's, The Role of Regional Arrangements in the
Maintenance of World Order, 3 THE FUTURE OF THE INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ORDER, at 124 (1971)
[hereinafter F.I.L.O.].
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drafted: in the subcommittees of the Outer Space Committee or in the more
specialized independent United Nations agencies.48 With each new technology,
new organizational requirements may arise. For example, a majority of States in
the Working Group on Remote Sensing have expressed the need for a network
of national/regional data distribution centers linked through an international
network."9 An organ of the U.N. Secretariat, e.g., the Outer Space Affairs
Division, would ideally suit this need and, at the same time, develop the
capabilities for distributing other information as new outer space application
systems develop.
The United Nations needs to take a broader and longer range approach to its
role in outer space matters beyond those suggested by the outer space powers.
By guaranteeing the interests of the less technically oriented countries and
ensuring the equitable access to utilization of and information from the new
technologies, the United Nations will be able to remove many of the fears of
member States which manifest themselves most frequently in efforts to limit a
technology's full development."0 Then the systems can be made ready for use on
a global scale, directed and guided by the United Nations.
Toward the Peaceful Solution of Global Problems
1. Armed Conflicts
Conflicts using conventional weapons and wasting human lives have been a
constant element of man's history."' Today, outer space offers the means to
check the occurrence of these events or at least limit their scope. The
multispectral scanners currently used on SKYLAB have a resolution of about 30
feet and subsequent generations should be even better. 2 Through a global
system of such satellites, the movements of troops, the course of a submarine, or
"Space Activities and Resources: A Review of the Activities and Resources of the United Nations
of the Specialized Agencies and of Other Competent International Bodies Relating to the Peaceful
Uses of Outer Space, Addendum-Supplementary information for 1973, U.S. Doc. A/AC. 105/100
Add. 2 (1974).
The working group format performs a valuable function with its interdisciplinary approach to
looking at all facts and implications of a problem and the opportunities for free and frank
exchanges among the more technical experts of the member States. For the purely legalistic function
of drafting, the multidisciplinary approach has proven to be an impediment and the Legal
Subcommittee or the full Outer Space Committee are the preferred forums.
"Views and Comments supra note 40.
"Tfhe United Nations has taken some steps in this direction with the regional panel meetings and
discussion groups it has held all over the world educating the participating countries on the benefits
of technologies, training personnel in the use of the new data, and even providing fellowships for
more study by scientists and administrators in the developing countries, see DBS Report-Fifth Sess.,
supra note 16 at 6-7, Report of the United Nations Panel Meeting on the Applications of Remote
Sensing of Earth Resources, U.N. Doc. A/AC. 105/121 (1974), Buenos Aries, 3-7 December 1973,
and Report on Types of Assistance Extended by the United Nations System to Developing Countries
in the Field of Practical Applications of Space Technology. U.N. Doc. A/AC. 105/124 (1974).
"Wilkes, Territornl Stability and Conflicts, F.I.L.O., supra note 47 at 165 and Barnet, Toward
The Control of International Violence: The Limits and Possibilities of Law, id. at 370.
"NASA Information, 1974.
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the launch of a missile would be instantly detected and the proper steps taken.53
Military installations are currently monitored as a means of inspecting and
supplying verification for adherence to disarmament pacts. The 1972
U.S.-U.S.S.R. agreement on arms control specifically allows verification by
national technical means (which includes remote sensing) and prohibits
interference with a satellite in orbit verifying the Treaty."4 In the recent
disengagement arrangement worked out between Israel and Egypt by Secretary
of State Kissinger, both countries accepted an American proposal for the use of
United States reconnaissance aircraft and satellites to monitor compliance with
their troop separation agreement along the Suez Canal."
Traditionally, disputes concerning outer space activity have looked to the
United Nations as their forum for debate. This tradition has continued in the
rather heated exchanges over direct broadcast and earth survey satellites.3 6
Similarly, the separation agreements between Israel and Syria and Israel and
Egypt look to the United Nations-in its capacity as a supranational
peacekeeping force to police the buffer zones.57 United Nations forces have been
in the Middle East before, as they have been in Cyprus, India-Pakistan, and
Southeast Asia. Hopefully, the world will come to recognize their effectiveness,
as well as that of the United Nation's mediation capabilities, when properly
supported. The need for both is becoming more evident in even localized
conflicts, which often involve superpowers, and may fldre up into superpower
confrontation.
Over five years ago it was recommended that the United Nations be given
cost-free access to the INTELSAT communications system for emergency
communications to increase its effectiveness in peacekeeping operations and
emergency relief.5" At that time, because of the cost involved and the state of the
art, the request was turned down by INTELSAT (and turned down again in
1974). A separate proposal made in the United Nations that the U.N. have its
own independent satellite system was defeated for similar reasons. This latter
proposal will be brought up again in future years. Satellite survey systems today
are less expensive and closer to the operational stage than before. The
Secretary-General could request the United States, the U.S.S.R. and all other
interested parties to support a United Nations-controlled global monitoring
11C. Boyle, supra note 25 at 70-71 and KLASS. SECRET SENTRIES IN SPACE (1971).
5 Art. XII, Treaty on Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems, 23 U.S.T. 3435 (1972), T.I.A..
No. 7504 [hereinafter Anti-Ballistic Missiles Treaty] and Interim Agreement and Protocol On
Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms, 23 U.S.T.3462 (1972), T.I.A.S. No. 7504 [hereinafter
Interim Agreement on Offensive Strategic Arms].
5 5
"Text of the Agreement and a Protocol," The New York Times, May-31, 1974.
"
6Supra at text accompanying notes 35-45.
"The New York Times, June 1, 1974.
""Utilization of the INTELSAT System by the UN," a paper submitted on behalf of the Secre-
tary-General of the U.N. to the Plenipotentiary Conference on Definitive Arrangments for
INTELSAT, March 1969, and UNA-USA SPACE COMMUNICATIONS: INCREASING UN RESPON-
SIVENESS TO THE PROBLEMS OF MANKIND, May 1971.
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satellite system, be it for environmental control, resource planning, treaty
enforcement, or as a deterrent to most forms of aggression. Such a system could
relieve the superpowers of the efforts and expense currently involved, while
offering the benefits equally to the world.
2. The Spread of Nuclear Weapons
India's exploding of a nuclear device on May 18, 1974 marked her entry into
the circle of nuclear powers-the United States, Soviet Union, Great Britain,
France and China. While India asserts that her use of nuclear devices will be
solely for peaceful purposes (e.g., blasting mines and other engineering
projects), officials say she has the expertise to have nuclear arms. 9 The Indian
feat takes on greater significance when coupled with the conduct of nuclear tests
by the People's Republic of China, and France, on June 17, 1974 and the
accords made by President Nixon with Egypt and Israel to supply them each
with nuclear technology for peaceful purposes.60 None of these countries adhere
to the 1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty which prohibits testing in the atmosphere,
under the water, or in outer space. 61 Neither have they signed the
Non-Proliferation Treaty of 1968 which sought to freeze the number of countries
possessing nuclear weapons. 62 This latter treaty permits atomic assistance to be
granted to other countries but only for peaceful purposes and under the
international safeguards and inspection system set up by the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).6 '
It is as yet unclear what exact safeguards will apply to the accords with Egypt
and Israel and, if American or international safeguards, whether they will be
foolproof. The Indian explosion was made possible by weapon-grade plutonium
from a reactor built with Canadian atomic aid and presumed by Canada to be
covered by the inspection system to guard against the diversion of the fissionable
material into weapon making.6 4 Subsequently, Canada has stated that she does
not equate the creation of a nuclear explosion with a so-called peaceful purpose
without adherence to the 1968 Treaty by the terms of her atomic aid
arrangement with India.6 5 Nevertheless, India developed the technology to
extract such plutonium from the fuel elements of a reactor. The process escaped
"The -New York Times, May 23, 1974 and June 18, 1974. It has been disclosed also that Great
Britain recently carried out an underground nuclear bomb test in Nevada, The New York Times,
June 25, 1974.
1The New York Times, June 15, 1974.
6114 U.S.T. 1313 (1963), T.I.A.S. No. 5433.
6221 U.S.T. 483 (1970), T.I.A.S. No. 6839.
6'As the French are not signatories to the 1968 Non-Proliferation Treaty, her aid to Iran for the
development of nuclear energy to produce electricity would not be covered by the I.A.E.A.
inspection system. This would give at least three countries in the volatile Middle East, nuclear
capability whether for peaceful or other purposes. The New York Times, June 25, 1974.
"The New York Times, June 19, 1974.
6'he New York Times, May 23, 1974. The history of India's atomic device development may be
found in India: Into the Nuclear Club on Canada's Shoulders, 184 SCIENCE 1053 (1974).
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detection as it was conducted in a separate chemical plant. This technology has
already spread with Japan, Argentina and Spain constructing plants with
similar capabilities.6 In addition, any reactor in the Middle East will be
particularly vulnerable to terrorist attack or take-over. The possible effect of
nuclear-armed terrorists is an element no one wants added to the Middle East
situation or anywhere else.67
France, the People's Republic of China, India, Egypt and Israel must be
brought into the circle of adherents to both the 1963 and the 1968 Treaties. The
new testing, besides the health and environmental dangers, will probably
diminish the possibilities of negotiating a successful absolute test ban treaty as
the United States and Russia have been attempting to do. 68 All the
aforementioned nations are members of the U.N. family. The good offices of the
United Nations should be brought to bear, whether in the General Assembly,
the Security Council, or by the Secretary-General, to cogently prevail upon all
nations to adhere to the international safeguards and prohibitions against
nuclear testing. A more effective inspection arrangement is obviously necessary.
Remote sensing capabilities may be equally applicable to this situation and on-
site inspection by U.N. personnel may be needed. Atomic reactors hold great
promise, just being realized, as an alternative source of energy from fossil fuels.
It is the use of nuclear power for weapons that must be curtained, not the uses
for peaceful, beneficial purposes.69
3. Deterrence and Detente
The medium of space may be used to increase a country's alertness to danger
and to assist in maintaining an effective deterrent posture. Space is often the
best place, and sometimes the only place, to accomplish some defense jobs.
Through the use of outer space systems, defense forces are given improved
communications anywhere in the world,70  more accurate navigational
assistance, better weather information and more reliable, earlier warning of
attack. Satellites have been developed which can detect and track
intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) and submarine launched ballistic
missiles almost from the moment they are fired. While satellites can determine
the make of emplaced missiles and anti-ballistic missiles, they cannot as yet
determine their quality, i.e., the number of warheads on a missile in a silo. In
66/d.
6 Ifhe New York Times, June 19, 1974, and D. Krieger, When Terrorists Go Nuclear, Center for
the Study of Democratic Institutions Report, June 1974, p. 13.
"The New York Times, June 15, 1974.
"See, for example, the Protocol on Cooperation in Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion and Plasma
Physics Research, which sets up US-USSR coordinating committees to implement fusion and fast
breeder reactor cooperation between the two countries, AIR FORCE AND SPACE DIGEST, April 1974.
'
0For example, a full operational system, the Fleet Satellite Communications System is scheduled
to provide improved control of U.S. Navy ships and Air Force strategic aircraft worldwide, USAF's
Role in Space, AVIATION WEEK & SPACE TECHNOLOGY, February 18, 1974.
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addition, these warning satellites have the capability to detect nuclear
explosions above the ground and will replace the current satellites which
monitor the 1968 Atmospheric Nuclear Test Ban Treaty.7"
Over the past two years, the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. have entered into a
number of agreements which have signaled a period of "detente" between the
two nations.7" One is the Anti-Ballistic Missiles Treaty, which prohibits a
nationwide ABM system or a base that could be expanded for the deployment of
such a system."' The second agreement (both were signed in Moscow on May 26,
1972) is the Interim Agreement on Offensive Strategic Arms.' Its main
provisions limit the aggregate number of SLBMs (submarine launched ballistic
missiles) and fixed, land-based ICBMs. Collectively these agreements are known
as SALT I. As preparations are on-going for SALT II, the U.S. defense
establishment and the scientific community are in sharp debate over whether
the U.S.S.R. is about to surpass the United States in some areas of strategic
nuclear weaponry.7" The most that is hoped for are agreements in principle to
limit the deployment of Russia's new MIRV multiple warhead missiles and to
ban nuclear blasts above a certain explosive "threshold" for underground
tests.76 Both could be monitored by the combined verification technique set out
in the preceding section.
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger looks upon detente as " 'a process of
managing relations with a potentially hostile country in order to preserve peace
7 11d.
"Other agreements include the "wheat deal," Apollo-Soyuz Test Project, various joint scientific
research programs and trade and cultural exchanges. President Nixon's commencement address to
'the United States Naval Academy, The New York Times, June 6, 1974. A number of cooperative
accords are expected to be announced during President Nixon's 1974 trip to the U.S.S.R. in the




"The United States nuclear weapons strategy recently underwent a basic change. Its recent
military research appropriations are for new projects designed to (1) increase the accuracy of the
land-based intercontinental Minuteman missile (2) double its nuclear yield, and (3) develop a
terminally guided warhead (MIRV, or maneuverable re-entry vehicle) that would have nearly perfect
accuracy. These weapons go far toward giving the U.S. a "silo-killing" capability that the Russians
view as a strike force capability, "Soviet Defense Chief Says West Pursues Arms Race," The New
York Times, June 6, 1974. Since 1971 it has been the U.S. position not to develop a system which the
U.S.S.R. may construe as having a first strike capability, the theory being that this might provide an
incentive for the U.S.S.R. to strike first. The New York Times, May 26, June 16, 17, 1974. The need
for these new weapons is as a response to Russia's recent acquisition of MIRVs, missiles equipped
with multiple warheads, each capable of being targeted independently while the missile is in flight.
Ulsamer, Soviet Objective: Technological Supremacy, AIR FORCE MAGAZINE, June 1974. The
Soviet and U.S. nuclear weapons are compared in AIR FORCE MAGAZINE, December 1973, and The
New York Times, May 26, 1974. An opposite effect may be obtained, say the critics, wherein a new
arms race is started undermining whatever degree of security "mutual deterrence" has provided so
far, York, Deterrence by Means of Mass Destruction, SCIENCE AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS, March 1974,
at 4.
"The New York Times, June 25, 1974. Limiting the underground tests would not affect current
weaponry but the magnitude of the next generation which would be curtailed by the limited testing
capability.
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while maintaining our vital interests.' "77 A Soviet specialist finds it sets limits
on what each side can do without risking war and get officials
concerned-Soviet and American-talking with each other. 78 Keeping the term
within these descriptions, the engagement of the bureaucracies acting as a
restraint upon foreign adventures may be the best and longest lasting result of
detente.79 What new agreements there will be await the next phase in U.S.-
Soviet arms negotiations. Nevertheless, because of the timely and
pragmatic benefits and interests which exist in outer space, detente in terms of
outer space activity will always continue. The trend of the 1970s, as that of the
1960s, has been toward continuing joint scientific endeavors whatever the
political wind. 80 Space law is one area where the United States, the U.S.S.R. and
the rest of the U.N. family have kept their mutual promises and adhered to
treaty obligations. This tradition, hopefully, could be extended to the arms-
limitation and disarmament areas.
Conclusion
When the Soviet Union wished to introduce a proposal of principles to govern
the operation of Direct Broadcast Satellites, it did so in the United Nations
General Assembly. Similarly, consideration of requests for new relationships
between the industrial world and the developing world recently brought the
officials of both to the United Nations.8 t What nations, governments and people
are anxious about are discussed at the United Nations: the raging wars in the
third world; the accelerating arms race; the failure to reach effective
disarmament agreements; the demise of the environment; and the threats of
over-population, inadequate food and natural resources. This tradition is not to
be discounted. The availability of avenues for peaceful settlement in the United
Nations Assembly, councils, committees, working groups and independent
agencies, is one step farther along to the integration of diverse cultures, political
ideas and economic systems. The concept of peaceful coexistence then will be
surpassed by the concept of the global community-at peace with its myriad
elements because they are working together as an ever-dynamic whole.
The United Nations as an approach to settling disputes peacefully is grossly
""Only Major Accords by Kissinger, Soviet May Salvage Detente," The Wall Street Journal,
March 27, 1974.
11d.
7'No two scholars or experts seem to agree on the meaning or scope of "detente." Differing
meanings may be found in Rostow, Defining Detente in Terms of the United Nations Charter, The
New York Times, April 27, 1974, and Laird, Let's Not Fool Ourselves About U.S.-Soviet Detente,
READER'S DIGEST, February 1974.
"°See Review of National and Cooperative International Space Activities for the Calendar Year
1973, U.S. Doc. A/AC. 105/123 Add. 1, Add. 2, and Add. 3 (1974).
'"Declaration on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order," U.N. G.A. Res.
3201 (S-VI) and "Program of Action on the Establishment of a New International Economic
Order," U.N. G.A. Res. 3202 (S-VI), May 1, 1974.
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underutilized. This paper emphasizes a single area for increased U.N.
participation-outer space. The legal principles and technologies of outer space
could further the realization of that participation. Other areas exist where the
United Nations may be able to do more-it must have the opportunity to do so.
The opportunity will not signal the demise of the rights of sovereign States, but
rather will curtail any irrational nationalism of governments and people and
enable agreements on mutually beneficial settlements or solutions to the wider
range of economic, social and legal international problems and disputes
confronting the global community today.
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